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In 'ASK for Information Retrieval: Part P1, we discussed the theory and background to a design study for an
information retrieval (IR) system based on the attempt to represent the anomalous states of knowledge (ASKs)
underlying information needs. In Part 11, we report the methods and results of the design study, and our
conclusions.
Methods
THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE employed in the design study was basically a three-stage procedure,
consisting of: collection of material (problem statements/abstracts); text analysis and production of structural
representations; evaluations of analysis and representations. The specific objectives of the design study were:
(a) Tape recording a number of interviews with users of actual information systems. Users were to be

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(f)

asked to discuss the problem with which they were faced prior to presenting a more formal request
to the system.
Collection of thirty abstracts in information science of 200-300 words each, of articles written by
authors in the UK.
Adaptation and implementation of the text analysis program developed by Belkin 3 so as to produce
structural representations of this data.
Obtaining the authors' /users' evaluations of these representations, through the use of
questionnaires or interviews where appropriate.
Analysis of the problem statements according to various structural characteristics (e.g.
strength of association, number of nodes, degree of coherence) and classifying them.
The development of preliminary retrieval strategies based on the classification and structural
features of representation.

Problem statements
The initial stage of the experiment involved the collection of suitable problem statements for analysis and
subsequent evaluation. Statements were considered suitable which:
(a) were directed towards the users' work or research situation rather than to what they specifically

hoped to find;
(b) were as uninfluenced as possible by knowledge of the operations of the information retrieval

systems;
(c) were representatives of real information needs expressed by the person with that need.

Subjects were drawn from the users of Central Information Services (LRCC) at the University of London,
which carries out online bibliographic searches on behalf of students and staff from all the colleges and
institutes of the University of London. Mrs A. Vickery, the Senior Information Systems Officer, kindly gave
us permission to approach CIS users to ask if they would take part in the experiment.
The purpose of the research was explained to each user and they were told they would be asked to evaluate
the analysis of the statement.
The interviews with the subjects were short, informal, open -ended and unstructured, in order to elicit
maximum information with minimum intervention.'" One question only was posed:
'Would you like to talk informally for a few minutes about the research you are doing at the moment, the
problem that has led you to have a search carried out, and the sort of information you would like to have
as a result of the search?'
We maintained some flexibility, however, in order to take account of individual differences among subjects, such
as tendencies to stray from the point. The basic question always remained the same, but there was also some
interviewer intervention with some subjects.
The interviews were carried out before the normal pre-search interview or search itself, and were tape
recorded. In all, there were twenty-seven interviews, twenty-three from CIS users and four from M.Sc.
students at The City University who were just beginning work on their thes es. Subjects were not selected
everyone arriving at CIS for a search during the period of data collection (one month) was approached,
and all agreed to participate. Both the topics of the searches and the background of the subjects were
therefore widely dispersed: topics ranged from medicine to linguistics to education, status from beginning
M. Phil. student to clinician to professor (see Table 1).
Eight written queries were also chosen from the CIS files and analysed in order to see if there were systematic
differences between them and the oral problem statements. Those chosen were selected on the basis that they
contained details of the user's research as well as of what she/he wanted to know.
Evaluation involved sending two alternative structural representations (derived from the text analysis of the
problem statements) back to the users and asking for their assessment of them. Questionnaires were used for this
purpose a - separate one for each representation and one comparing the two.

The evaluation 'package' therefore consisted of: cover letter; transcript; first representation and its questionnaire;
and the comparison questionnaire. stapled together. The order of the representations was reversed for alternate
subjects to guard against possible interactive effects of one format on the other (see Appendix A).
Abstracts
A total of thirty-one abstracts were collected. These were abstracts from recent publications (journal articles or
published conference proceedings) by UK authors in the field of library and information science. They were
chosen from Library and Information Science Abstracts and from our personal journal files and were mostly
author abstracts of varying lengths ranging from 90 to 2000 + tokens. Restrictions on date and author location
were for ease of evaluation.
Evaluation of the representations produced by the analysis was again done by means of questionnaire (see
Appendix B). It was decided, however, as a result of the interview evaluations, to use only one of the
representation types. A package containing explanatory cover letter, a copy of the abstract, the representation and
a questionnaire was sent to each author.
Text analysis
One of the assumptions underlying this project is that a state of knowledge can be represented by a network of
associations between words, standing for concepts. The text analysis algorithms implemented here are an attempt
to produce such representations.
The technique used to specify associations between words is linguistically very unsophisticated. It
computes a strength of association between every pair of 'significant' word-types in the text under
examination, based on lexical separation. There is no syntactic analysis and no attempt to represent the
nature of an association. The assumptions behind the measure of associative strength used are that if two
words are closely associated in the searcher's knowledge structure, then they will be close in the textual
expression of that structure and will tend to find multiple expression in the text. The strength of association
between word types in the text was computed from the list of occurrences as follows:
First, for any particular pair of occurrences of two types A and B, a score reflecting the distance between these
occurrences is calculated:
Score= (1/(1 + r)) x 100
Where:
r=1 if A & B are adjacent within the same sentence
r= 2 if A & B are within the same sentence but not adjacent
r= 3 if A & B are in adjacent sentences within the same paragraph.
Adjacency was established before the elimination of non-significant
words.
If the co-occurrences of A & B are any further apart, the score is zero.
(The factor of 100 is purely for computerized convenience).
Then, having calculated the scores for all pairs of occurrences of A & B
in the text, these are summed to give the strength of association for that
word pair. As an example of this association algorithm, Figure 1 is a
sample problem statement, and Figures 2 and 3 the Association Map
and Association Cluster representations derived from it by the
algorithm, respectively.

MY PROJECT IS LOOKING INTO THE INFORMATION SERVICES OF
PROFESSIONAL INSTITUTES IN BUSINESS MANAGEMENT. BY
INFORMATION SERVICES I DON'T MEAN JUST THE LIBRARY. I AM
TRYING TO COVER PUBLICATIONS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS,
EXHIBITIONS, MEETINGS, ENQUIRY SEARCHES AND THAT KIND OF
THING. I HOPE TO DO THIS BY GOING AROUND TO EACH INSTITUTE
AND TALKING TO SOMEONE, USUALLY THE LIBRARIAN, AND GOING
THROUGH A QUESTIONNAIRE, COLLECTING DATA ON THIS
PARTICULAR INSTITUTE. THERE HASN'T BEEN MUCH EVALUATION
DONE ON PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS SO FAR. I ALSO WANT TO
FIND OUT WHAT LITERATURE THEY ARE EXPECTED TO KEEP AND
TYPES OF SERVICES THEY WANT TO OFFER, TYPES OF BUSINESS
INFORMATION THAT ARE NECESSARY FOR PEOPLE IN THESE
INSTITUTES. I ALSO WANT TO KNOW OF ANY EVALUATIONS IN
INSTITUTES OR LIBRARIES IN THAT FIELD THAT HAVE ALREADY
BEEN CARRIED OUT.
FIG. 1. The transcript of a problem statement
Identification of word types, which are to stand for concepts in the structure, was done by eliminating words nonsignificant for our purposes, and by conflating the various forms of the significant ones. Thus, the nodes of the
derived structures are labelled with truncated words—we take the liberty of calling them stems. No attempt was
made to recognize synonyms. Although most words conventionally regarded as poor indexing terms were
removed by the stop list, words such as 'how', 'why', 'not', 'effect' and 'presume', which are important semantically
in the statements, were included.
Since evaluation of the results of the analysis by the interviewees and authors was to be the major method of
assessment of the appropriateness of the analysis, it was necessary to devise methods of displaying the
associative structures. The most straightforward method is simply to draw a network in which the nodes, labelled
with 'stems', represent concepts and the lines represent associations (see figure 2)

For clarity, the large mass of weak associations were omitted and the associative strengths simplified into
strong, medium and weak associations, represented in the network as thick, thin and broken lines
respectively. Some indication of strength was also given by length of line, although in a two -dimensional
picture this cannot, in general, be done very accurately or consistently. This representation was called the
'Association Map' format.
Another method of displaying the associative structure of a text is to cluster word types. A hierarchy of
single-link clusters of types for each text was generated using an algorithm originally developed for
document clustering by Van Rijsbergen (see Figure 3). The horizontal distances from the branch points to
the words on the left of the picture are directly related to the association strengths with which the cluster
members are bound together. This representation was called the 'Association Cluster' format.
RESULTS
Problem statements*
The point of the surveys of users and authors was to see whether the analyses of the problem statements and
abstracts were in general accord with the originator's own perceptions of their information needs or of the ideas
they were attempting to communicate; and, if there were disparities, then to see if there might be sug gestions
for improvement.[This section and that following are based on Brooks, Oddy and Belkin]

Of course, for retrieval purposes it may not be necessary for the representations to be congruent
with the originators' ideas about them, but as a first method of evaluation the technique seemed
reasonable. If the subjects were unanimous in their disapproval of the representations, then we
could be fairly sure that we should probably try something else.
We wished to determine, in evaluating the problem statement representation:
1. how accurately , in the interviewee's opinion, the two formats described her/his

ASK at the time of the interview; and
2. how the two formats compared with one another.

Response to the survey was good, 63% of the group (N = 27) returning completed questionnaires. Table
2 is a summary of replies to the Association Map questionnaire, Table 3 to the Association Cluster
questionnaire and Table 4 to the comparative questionnaire.
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Response to the survey was good, 63% of the group (N = 27) returning completed questionnaires. Table 2 is
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From these tables, it is evident that the analysis, presented in the Association Map format, provided a generally
adequate representation of the information needs of the interviewees. The major criticism of the analysis is that
some concepts were too weakly associated, and this seems to be its single identifiable consistent problem, in the
judgement of the interviewees. The Association Cluster format was judged inferior to the Association Map.
Abstracts
The goals of the abstract evaluation were to see:
1. how accurately the analysis, presented in the Association Map format, represented the

interrelation of concepts in the mind of the author at the time of writing; and
2. if there were any regularities in deficiencies of the representation.
3.

We chose to use only the Association Map format because of the general dissatisfaction with the Cluster format
among the interviewees who responded to the questionnaire.
The response rate to this survey was gratifyingly high: 90% (N = 30). The results are summarized in Table
5. There are, unfortunately, some difficulties in interpreting these results (see Discussion below), but it
appears that although the general representation method is judged reasonable, there are some severe pro blems in its specific implementation. Thus, although only about 30% of the respondents thought that the
representation was actually bad, 63% thought that some concepts were omitted, and, most striking, 96%
(all but one) thought that at least some concepts were too weakly connected.

Classification of ASKs
We have attempted a classification of the ASKs underlying problem statements, using easily computed
characteristics of the derived associative structures. For the future, what we need is a classification which will
help us to select an appropriate retrieval strategy; that is, a classification with predictive power. Our first efforts,
however, have been less ambitious. We have tried to find a classification which is descriptive of people's
problematic situations' which can be algorithmically generated. This classification may or may not be useful for
determining how to resolve anomalies. If we assume that:



the representations produced by the text analysis procedure are closely
related to ASKs, and
types of anomaly are reflected in corresponding types of structural features
in the representations,

We may expect a classification of represantations on a structural basis to classify ASKs in a meaningful way.
Thus, we present here a classification based on the (graphic) Association Map format, and how it corresponds to
a subjective view of the nature of the problem statements. Both global and local structural features of
association networks can be perhaps the most obvious structural characteristic of a network as a whole is the
extent to which concepts are interconnected. Some networks are highly connected webs of concepts, others

are more widely dispersed or even fragmented. This feature can be measured by a connectivity score, which
represents the extent to which the network falls short of being maximally connected. In the case of our
problem statements, a very simple connectivity score can be used. Because the number of lines in the
Association Map is constant (namely forty), we can use the following formula without normalization:
Connectivity, C = N„— N„„„
where N. is the number of nodes present in the network and N„.„ is the minimum number of nodes
possible, given that there are forty lines. (In fact, N„,,„ 10). For example, the number of nodes in the
network of Figure 2 is 25, so its connectivity score is 15. Our sample of problem statements was small, so
the scores were pooled to produce five classes: A...0 -5; B...6-10; C...11-15; D...16-20; E...21-25.
Two local structural features (stars and connected components) were considered for use in the classification
scheme. To define the notion of a star, we firstly define (following graph theory terminology e.g.
Christofides") the degree of a node to be the number of lines incident with the node. A star is a node which is
linked to at least one node of degree 1. The number of stars in a network is the number of sets of peripheral
nodes, which may reflect a difficulty on the part of the enquirer in relating aspects of her/his ASK. A
connected component is a set of nodes, any pair of which is joined by a path of links in the network. In the
sample examined, only one structure had more than one connected component, so attention was focused on
the number of stars present.
A class code of the form: CONNECTIVITY CLASS; NUMBER OF STARS was assigned to each problem
statement structure (e.g. the structure in Figure 2 has the code C3). A summary of the ASK types in the
sample of twenty-seven interviews, as defined by this classification, is given in Table 6. On the whole, the
classification does seem to divide the representations, and hence the ASKs, into meaningful groups in which
common features can be discerned. The eight written scripts, when analysed, produced representations not
appreciably different from the oral scripts, and classification revealed types of anomaly similar to the
corresponding types found with the oral scripts.
Retrieval strategies
The goal of information retrieval is to resolve those anomalies in a person's state of knowledge, which induced
him or her to seek information from literature. Our approach is to select search strategies with explicit reference
to characteristics of the enquirer’s ASK structure.

As a general principle this approach is applicable to conventional information retrieval systems. The
bibliographic tools one chooses to use, and the way one formulates the query, should depend on the
precision in the definition of information need. A classification of problem statements along the lines of
that discussed above could thus be of use within a conventional framework. We wish to go further than
this, however, and build a system with heuristics for resolving anomalies. Certain features of the problem
statement structure will be interpreted as anomalous, and documents whose structures would help to
remove the anomaly will be displayed. The strategies will be used within an interactive environment, so
that the system may use the searcher's reactions to judge the appropriateness of its choice of strategy. This
is important because, until we can incorporate a model of natural language understanding, we must assume
that the interpretations that we put upon the association networks are fallible.
In this section we would like to indicate the direction of our ideas concerning retrieval strategies. We must point
out, however, that this area has received little specific attention during our preliminary project. Let us assume
that the retrieval programs operate on structures similar to the simplified formats generated for the surveys
reported above—i.e. consisting of about forty associations, divided into three levels of strength: strong, medium
and weak.
It would seem, from a study of the structures obtained from problem state ments, that the precise pattern of
associations among a strongly linked group of concepts is arbitrary. Thus, in order to identify the significant
features, we should condense the network, reducing clusters of strongly linked nodes to single 'super nodes'.
The following example illustrates the process—we use the structure of Figure 2.
(i) Strong clusters are defined as components singly-linked at the strong level, and

are denoted by symbols within two concentric circles. Figure 4 shows the condensed
network.
(ii) Medium clusters are defined as sets of nodes (excluding nodes in strong clusters)
which are singly-linked at the medium level. These are denoted by symbols within a
single circle. Figure 5 illustrates this condensation.
(iii) Weak clusters can be similarly defined (there are none in the example).
We now mention a few retrieval strategies which make use of the condensed networks. These will involve the
matching of terms in selected parts of the problem statement structure, within some structural constraint in the
document network. If A is the set of problem statement terms under consideration, a matching set in a document
will be denoted K.
(i) Strong Clusters

One of the more reliable assumptions about problem statement structures is that
strong clusters correspond to main topics in the statement. It will therefore be
part of most retrieval strategies to select documents containing A' as a cluster, for
at least one strong cluster, A, in the problem statement.
(ii) Multiple Strong and Medium Clusters
If the problem statement contains distinct clusters linked by associations at a
weaker level than those within the clusters, our' system might reasonably assume
that stronger associations between the clusters might

DISCUSSION
Design problems
There are several problems in interpreting our data. The major difficulty lies in the questionnaire design, and
has affected the results concerning evaluation of the text analysis. It is especially evident in the results for the
abstract evaluation. From the responses to the questionnaire (see Appendices) it is clear that we should have
used a rating scale rather than 'yes/no' binary choice for the general evaluative question. A number of
respondents expressed difficulty in answering that question, and answers to that question were not always
consistent with answers to the other questions. Although this was not made evident in the problem statement
evaluation, it maybe only because the respondents to the abstract evaluation were professionally familiar with
the issues, and therefore more disposed to comment and criticize. So we might assume that for both groups, the
judgement of general adequacy of the analysis has been constrained by the response choice. This also seems to
have been a difficulty with question 4 of the abstract evaluation, but in that case is perhaps not quite so critical.
Another problem is that it is difficult to correlate responses to the questions about strength of association
with those asking if any concepts were omitted. It is possible that some omitted concepts might have been
those which were also too weakly related. Although we asked for examples of each case, there is no certain
way to determine whether such a relationship holds. And finally, we did not stress, in our explanation, that
the associations in the representation formats were only a small number of the total associations derived by
the analysis, representing only the most important concepts and relationships. This may have coloured
responses to questions concerning weak associations and omitted concepts, and also seems to have
influenced response to question 1, negatively.
Another general difficulty lies in the representations of problem statements, where we arbitrarily chose the
top forty associates for inclusion in the association map representation. This number was chosen for ease of
construction and interpretation of the representation, but unfortunately resulted in the arbitrary splitting of
groups of associates all with the same association strength. We realized this difficulty by the time the
abstracts were evaluated, and so used a flexible cut-off level with them in order to include all associates at
the lowest association strength, aiming for about forty associates. This problem may have affected response
to the evaluation of problem statement representations, and cut-off level certainly needs further investigation.
Evaluation of representations
The results of the evaluations, despite the difficulties mentioned above, seem to us encouraging. In both
groups of respondents, 30% or less thought that the representation was actually bad, and in some of those
cases further comments contradicted that opinion. From these data, we conclude that the basic analytic tech nique, word co-occurence analysis, is in principle reasonable for our purposes. The results of the survey of
authors also seem to indicate that abstracts are reasonable document surrogates in our context, and that length
of the abstract is not a significant parameter, at least within the limits of our sample. And the results of the
survey of interviewees indicates that our interview technique, combined with the text analysis, is a reasonable
means for collecting problem statements that will be useful in an ASK-based IR system. Despite these
positive results of the survey, the data concerning strength of association and omitted concepts indicate that
our text analysis techniques need modification.
Text analysis
The results of the evaluations of both problem statement and abstract representations indicate that overstrong associations are a problem, but that the major difficulty in text analysis lies in associations at too low
a level. These may reflect a misunderstanding of the representation, as mentioned above, but the y seem too
consistent and too positive to be attributed only to this cause. Most of the examples of too weakly
asssociated concepts involve words that occurred only once or twice in the text, sometimes in conjunction
with more frequent words, but often not. At times these words appear (in the abstracts) only in the document
title, which we treated as a separate paragraph. Possible means of adjusting our analysis are to include the

title as part of every paragraph, and to take account of collection frequenc y (when we have a large enough
collection) to weight some of
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Text analysis
The results of the evaluations of both problem statement and abstract representations indicate that overstrong associations are a problem, but that the major difficulty in text analysis lies in associations at too low
a level. These may reflect a misunderstanding of the representation, as mentioned above, but they seem too
consistent and too positive to be attributed only to this cause. Most of the examples of too weakly
asssociated concepts involve words that occurred only once or twice in the text, sometimes in conjunction
with more frequent words, but often not. At times these words appear (in the abstracts) only in the document
title, which we treated as a separate paragraph. Possible means of adjusting our analysis are to include the
title as part of every paragraph, and to take account of collection frequency (when we have a large en ough
collection) to weight some of the content words. Some work on modification of the analysis program to take
account of these factors, and of discourse structure theory, has been done, and ap pears to be reasonably
successful. We also need to adjust cut-off techniques in some way, to include more than just the top forty
associates, but fewer than all of the associates in the text representation. We have done some preliminary in vestigations on this problem, and it appears that using all associates until each type is represented is a
reasonable and useful cut-off rule.

The data from the text analysis as it now stands are rather complex, and probably need to be reduced before
they can be useful for retrieval purposes. We have done this to some extent in the association map
representations by choosing three levels of association strength, but the techniques for choosing levels need
to be refined.
The classification of problem statements based on the text analysis appears to be reasonably successful, given
its aims. It is interesting to note that there are few queries in our sample which can be described as well
defined. The one in class AO stands out in this respect, from both the subjective and computational points of
view (it has a connectivity score of zero). We believe that conventional best-match retrieval systems operate
under the assumption that queries are well defined. Our results appear to belie that assumption, and it is
encouraging that we can come to this conclusion by computational and algorithmic means. Nevertheless, the
classification should be modified to take more account of levels of association.

Conclusions and further research
What we have described here are some results of a design study for what we envisage as a much larger-scale
project, to design, construct, implement and test an IR system based specifically and explicitly upon the
recognition that the representation of information need is the central problem of IR. We view information
needs as Anomalous States of Knowledge and therefore aim to design an IR system in which ASKs have
explicit structural representations. Our intention, then, is that the system should consist of a structural text analysis program, a collection of abstracts, a suite of retrieval algorithms and a mechanism whereby user and
system interact. The goals of the system can be described as follows;
(a) To build a representation of the enquirer' s state of knowledge in the form

of a network of associations between words.
(b) To examine this structure, and to interpret certain characteristics of the

network as potential anomalies in the state of knowledge.
(c) To search structured document descriptions with a view to resolving the

anomalies; i.e. to modify the searcher's network, using components of
document structures, so that the identified characteristics disappear.
These system objectives will be achieved through dialogue with the user and the system would operate as shown
in Part 1, Figure 3 (p. 69).
We consider that the design study has at least partly justified our initial premises and assumptions in the
following ways:
1. It is possible to obtain problem statements from IR system users which

can be used to derive adequate representations of ASKs;
2. Abstracts appear to be sufficient document surrogates for information re-

presentation in such a system.
3. Even though there are problems in our representations of need and infor-

mation, they appear to have identifiable characteristics which are potentially useful for IR purposes.
We conclude from this, therefore, that an ASK-based IR system is at least feasible. Some aspects of our
system have been rather less well studied than others, though, and some significant problems remain to be
resolved. These include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

retrieval mechanisms
refinement of the analytic procedures
classification of ASKs
the interactive environment

In the next stages of our long-term project, we intend to investigate these problems in detail. The first point
we hope to resolve by collecting and analysing a number of problem statements and documents judged
relevant to them. In this way we hope to find regular relationships between ASK representations and
representations of information which have been judged suitable for resolving those ASKs. These data wil l
also be suitable for further refinement of our analysis, which we also intend to augment by the addition of
some simple linguistic analysis.
Classification of ASKs will be investigated through these data, and we intend to investigate the interactive
environment, and indeed the proposed system as a system, by constructing a prototype and testing it with both
simulated and a small number of natural users.

In general, we think that the Design Study has shown that an ASK-based IR system is feasible, and has indicated
some ways in which such a system might be developed. Thus, the Design Study has increased our understanding
of how such a system might be implemented.
Equally important, the relationship between our work and mainstream IR research is becoming cl earer. The
significance of recent advances in IR research lies in the fact that the techniques advocated are theoretically
motivated: assumptions are made, mathematics done and techniques prescribed. However, because the right
type of experimentation has not yet been done, the applicability of the theories to the real world of searching
is not known. Our work has made us aware of a wide variety of ASKs, some of which may satisfy the
assumptions of the theories, others (probably the majority) do not. The choice before us is either to attempt to
develop a single theory (say, probabilistic) which copes reasonably well with all ASKs, or alternatively to
construct a decision mechanism capable of determining which theory is applicable to a particular ASK, and
then invoking a suitable retrieval strategy. The latter alternative seems to us to be more promising for the
present, because it allows us to take proper advantage, in this very complex situation, of both algorithmic
modelling and mathematical theories. Thus, we anticipate that future (intelligent?) IR systems will not rely
on a single retrieval strategy, but will incorporate a number of techniques, invoked and controlled by a
dialogue, based on a cognitive model.
The situation at present is that we know how to do document retrieval when certain conditions obtain: i.e.
those that indicate a best-match approach. One way to view the introduction of probabilistic theories into
IR is as an attempt to optimize for the whole population of queries, a method which is really only appropriate to a minority of them. We now need an understanding of a variety of ASKs, and should develop
methods of recognizing and distinguishing them and responding appropriately to each. The work that we have
reported here represents a small step in this direction.
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APPENDICES
Note: We reproduce in Appendices A and B the questions asked of the users and authors in our study,
respectively. The cover letters, and complete questionnaires, are available from N. Belkin.

